
Writing and comprehension: Seeds 
Plants need to spread their seeds far away so that they 
can begin to grow. There are many ways in which seeds 
achieve this. 

Lots of plants produce fruits with seeds inside. 
The rowan tree has clusters of bright red     
berries that look attractive. These are eaten by 
animals, like the waxwing bird (pictured above). 
The seeds are then released in the animals poo! 

Dandelion plants (left) produce seed with       
delicate parts that can enable them to be blown 
by the wind like tiny kites. They can travel great 
distances. 

 TARGET: Try and vary the words you use to start your sentences. 
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EXTENSION CHOICES 

• Either cut up an apple, or other fruit and draw the             
seeds you see inside. 

• Go outside and try and find any examples of fruits or seeds. 

Why do plants create seeds inside fruits? 

 

 

 

What sort of bird is in the picture? 

 

 

 

Using the picture to help, can you describe what a dandelion looks like? 

 

 

 

 



Writing activity.  

The Bee 

A bee is a kind of flying insect. 

Can you use the word bank to create some sen-
tences about this animal? 

Try to use a simile (e.g. as dark as 
night/ as hot as the sun) in your text. 
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wings            yellow             black         fly 

 

 

 

honey        flower         hive          stripes         



Handwriting ee sound. 

Seeds and Trees 

 

bee        bee        bee 

 

seed     seed      seed 

 

tree     deep       peek 

     

Follow fox... 

What is the bee 
looking for? 
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Trace the word, then transfer 
on to the line. 



 

see keep 

tree peek 

sheep teeth 

sweet deep 

sheet green 

see 
   

keep 
   

tree 
   

peek 
   

sheep 
   

teeth 
   

sweet 
   

deep 
   

sheet 
   

green 
   

Name                               Date 
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Learning the “ee” sound (like seed)  

What a lot of                     . 

 

                          These                 smell!  

 

             Yum! Lots of                   .                         

                 

              Look at this big                  .    

 

The                 will                 on                grass. 
 

sheep   feed    teeth    green    tree    sweets    feet 

Have a go! Use any “ee” word from your spellings 

Name                                                           Date      


